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A theory of non-commutative stopping time is presented in the case where the 
underlying Von Neumann algebra possesses only a faithful normal state. In 
particular we prove an analogue of Doob’s optional stopping theorem and in the 
special case of the quasi-free representation of the CAR we are also able to prove 
the random stopping theorem. These results thus extend those established by 
C. Barnett and T. J. Lyons (1985, Math. Proc. Cambridge Philos. Sot.) to include 
certain type III factors. (13 1990 Academic Press, Inc 
1. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a complex Hilbert space, B(X) the bounded linear operators 
on X, and ZI s B(X) a Von Neumann algebra with a faithful normal 
state W. For each non-negative real t let &, be a Von Neumann subalgebra 
of -Q’, and suppose the family (s4, : t E R+ 1 satisfies: 
(i) if t,, f2ER+ and t, < t2 then &,, is a Von Neumann subalgebra 
of gc4,, 7 
(ii) the Von Neumann algebra & is generated by U,, O dt4,, 
(iii) fl,,.=dl=C&A. 
Finally, suppose there exists a family {M, : t E R + } of conditional expecta- 
tions M, : .rd -+ *&, such that 
(i) woM,=co VIE R’, 
(ii) M,(A) = A if A Ed,, 
(iii) M,(AXB)= AM,(X)B VA, BE&(, XE&‘. 
Since w is faithful we may, without loss of generality, assume that ,& and 
,Sa, act in its GNS spaces IT and &, where (2, n, Q) and (&, 71, Q) are 
their respective GNS triples. 
For each t E R’ +, let P, denote the orthogonal projection of A? onto the 
subspace generated by J$Q. 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. P, lies in the cornmutant of’ ..$. 
Proo$ Let BE a(:, A E ..&. Then 
P, BAG = M,( BA )S;I 
= BM,(A)G 
= BP,AR. 
Since .dG is dense in H, the result follows. 
2. STOPPING TIME 
DEFINITION 2.1. An &‘-valued martingale with respect to the filtration 
‘.~$:tEiR+j is a family \ JAI:t~lR”} with A,E&, for each f and 
X,(A,) = A,y if s E [0, t]. Likewise an X-valued martingale with respect to 
the filtration {$:t~iR+} is a family {g,:t~R+3 with V,E& and 
P,?q, = q,, if s E [0, t]. An X-valued martingale is called simple if it is of the 
form qr = P,q for some q E X. 
~ernur~. From now on we shall use round brackets to denote a family 
and understand the index to run over non-negative reals. Thus (qr) will 
denote an &-valued martingale. 
DEFINITION 2.2. (i) A stopping time, z, is an increasing family of 
projections (Q,) such that t(t)=Q,E.&<, T(O)=O, and z(cc)=i [2]. 
Let P denote the set of all finite partitions of [O, co]. Then for TGR, 
say T= {to, . . . . t,, f, we define an operator P,, T, on H as 
(ii) If t = (Qr) and cr = (Q;) are two stopping times, then we say B 3 t 
iff Q: d Q, for each t. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let T = (Q,) be a stopping time. Then 
0) P rf T) is a self-adjoint projection on 2 for uny TE 9; 
(ii) if T,, T>E~~ with T~~~er thun T,, then PrlTI,> P,(,,,; and 
(iii) fa = (Q:) is another stopping time with o > T, then Pht7, 3 Pr17., 
for any TEL??. 
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Proof: (i) PrCT) = C;=, AQtiP,,. By 1.2 each AQ,,P,, is a projection 
and the family (dQ,,P,j: i= 1, . . . . n> is disjoint. Hence the result follows. 
(ii) Suppose T2 = T, u (q), where T, = (to, .,., t,> with ti -C tie, and 
qE(t,, tr+,), r-k 1 <n. Then for i;“~&‘, 
n 
+ c AQ,,P,(Q, - ,)Py(t) ,,- I
+ i AQ&,(Q,,+, - QyK,+,W i= 1 
+,if, AQ,f’,, ( i AQ~;P~,(~)). i=r+2 
Using 1.2 and the orthogonality of AQ,, gives the result. The general case 
follows similarly. 
(iii) Let TEP’, say T= {to, . . . . r,>. Then 
I= i AQ,,= i AQ;<. 
t=l i=l 
Now P,, T) 0 Pam - C;= 1AQ,,P,,E;=, AQ;,P,,). ButAQ&,EJ=, AQ:,f’t,) 
= cJf=iAQ,P,t AQ;,, by 1.2 and observing that AQ~,<Qr,_, if jai-l. 
Hence 
P I( 77 OP n(T) = ,i i: AQ,A Q;, 
i=l ,,=i 
= i (ii AQJ’, AQ:, + AQ,,P,s (I- “c’ AQUA)) 
t=t j=i k=i 
= i AQJ’,, 
i= 1 
= P,(T). 
DEFINITION 2.4. For a stopping time z = (Q,) we define the time projec- 
tion at t, P,, as 
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For any simple X-valued martingale q = (P,(c)) we define the stopped 
martingale q, by 
rl,= p,t. 
Let ? be the stopping time given by 
if s<r 
if t > s, 
then we have the following consistency lemma: 
LEMMA 2.5. qf=qi+ 
THEOREM 2.6 (Optional Stopping Theorem). Let t and IT be two stop- 
ping times with CT 2 5 and Ect fy = (q,) be a simple .%-valued martingale. Thea 
PATE) = VT. 
ProoJ: Since n is a simple martingale, 
v,=p,t for some i E X. 
From 2.3(iii), it is clear that 
P, d P,. 
Now 
yI* =p,t 
= Pro P,{ 
= P&- 
3. A RANDOM STOPPING THEOREM 
We now specialise to the quasi-free representation of the CAR algebra 
over a ~it~rt space X. In the context of Section 1, we identify X with 
L2(iR+) and .d with the unital C*-algebra generated by {b*(u), b(u) : 
u E .X > satisfying 
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Let RE B(X) with 0 6 R QZ and w be the gauge invariant quasi-free 
state on d determined by w(b*(f)b(g)) = (f; Rg). Let (2, rr, Q) be the 
GNS triple associated with d [4]. For each t E IX+, let & = L2( [0, t]) and 
&, be the CAR algebra over & and (&$,rt, a) be the GNS triple of &. 
Then there exists a family of conditional expectations (M,) satisfying the 
properties listed in Section 1, which is given by Evans [6]: 
M,(b(f)) = M,(b(ftOf’)) = wf) + (Q, b(f’)Q)A 
where f,~$ and ~‘EX: so that f=f,@f'. 
Let UEX, then X,=~,b*(~~~,,~~u)+;1,b(~~~,~,~) definesan d-valued 
martingale for any 1,, I2 EC. Thus we can define stochastic integration 
with respect o (X,) as in [3, 71. Thus if h : [w + d is a simple process, that 
is, for each t, h(t)ed! and 
h(t) =c hi- IXpm,,r,)(t)> 
then 
I O” dX,h(s) = c dX,,hj& , f-2. 0 i 
Then this integral obeys the isometry property [3, S] 
where &(s)= (/i,12 (1 -p(s))+ 11,12p(s) lu(s)l’) ds and p is the multi- 
plication operator on X corresponding to R E B(X) [3, 83. This extends 
to any process in L2( Iw +, p, X). 
THEOREM 3.1 (A Random Stopping Theorem). Let nr =s; f(s) dX, 
define an S-valued martingale [3], where f is an element of L’([w+, p, &?) 
and adapted to the filtration (z), and suppose I], exists. Let t, = (Qy) be 
a sequence of stopping time converging pointwise strongly to the stopping 
time t = (Q,), i.e., for each t E [w+, r,,(t) + z(t) strongly. Then nr, -+ n,. 
Before we can prove the theorem we need the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 3.2 [2]. Let z = (Q,) be any stopping time. Then there exists a 
sequence (7,) of simple stopping time converging to 7 pointwise strongly. 
Explicitly, there exists a sequence (T,) of partitions of [0, co] such that for 
each SE R+, 
QP -+ Qs strongly, 
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T,, = (t& . . . . tz, > E 9. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let q he as in the stutement of the theorem and T = (Q,) he 
aqi stopping time. Then 
(i) f Qsfbf dX, . Is a ~e~l-defi~e~~ .sto~~a~tie integral. 
(ii} Let T= {t,, . . . . t,) he any partition of’ [O, a; J, then 
(iii) P .,.&- (l-Q.s)f(s)dx.~=~~ 11 --Q,f.f~tdx,. 
(iv) rr = JOr (1 - Q.,tfb) dX,- 
Pro@ (i) Let h: R+ -+ &’ be given by h(s)= Qi,f(.s). Then by 1.2, 
P,h(.s) = Q,, P,,f(s) = Q.,J‘(.s) = h(s), hence h is adapted. Also 
To show that h is measurable [S], it is enough to consider j’ elementary, 
The general case follows by linearity and continuity. Suppose f(s) =fo and 
let (5,) be a sequence of simple stopping time approximating I [Z], then 
jox’ Il~n(s)fo- d~J.fol12 44s) =iff ll(Q:- Q.J.fol12 44.~). 
But ll(Q~-Q.~)~~ll~ +O as n--r cc and i\(Q:- Q,).f,Ii”&:! il.~Ol!z,Sis in L’, 
and furthermore C&(S) is a finite measure. Hence the dominated con- 
vergence theorem is applicable and 
Z,,(S)fo -+ 4.sl.f in L’, 
i.e.. 
Q; fo -+ Q, fo in L”. 
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But h,,(s) = Q:f, is clearly a sequence of simple L2 processes, hence h is 
measurable. Hence Jo” h(s) AYY is a well-defined stochastic integral [3]. 
(ii) Since grn exists, q is a simple martingale [ 1 J, i.e., g, = P,q,, so 
that 
Now 
where r is a unitary operator satisfying IX? = !2, A AX,, = dX,TAT-’ [3], 
(f”) is a sequence of simple processes converging to f in L2. Since Q,,-, 
is continuous and linear, the above is Lim, 2 dX+F’Q,,_, fT_ i. But 
et,-,fV) -+ Qt,.,fb) and Q,-,f is measurable from (i)l hence the above 
becomes fi:-, Q,+I’“(~ &X,. Thus 
and YI,(~)=~? (1-Qflf(s)dX,. 
Cj Ql,-* f:-, f(s) &, = f; Q,“f@> d.X. 
(iii) Let Z= j; (1 - Q.?)f(s) &‘,, Then 
But by construction Qf = Ql,_, if SE [ti-. I, ti). Hence Qr< Q,, so that 
(1 - Q.T)( 1 - Q,$) = 1 - Q, and the result follows. 
(iv) Let T, be any partition of [O, co] coarser than T, so that 
P r(T) o P,(mt = PO,. Then 
llz-pr(T)YIml12= llp,(.,(L’-p,~~“,~,)II’ 
G l/z-p,,,,?cJ 
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NOW let (T,) be a sequence of partitions approximating z, so that 
ll(Q,- Q,?WWll ‘-+O for each SER+ and l~(Q,-Q,~).f(s)l~2~2 ll~‘?s)li’. 
Hence by the dominated convergence theorem 
That is, given E > 0, there is an ?& such that Vn >, N,, 
llz-~,~Tn$?uil12~~2* 
Now set S= T,. Then ‘JT’zS 
//z-Pr,T’)YI,/12< /jz-P,(~~i,)17,~i/2<&2. 
Hence 
z= P,q,*. 
Proof of 3.1. From above we know that 
and 
Thus 
As Qz --+ Q, strongly and ji(Qs - Q~~~(~}]~ 2 G 2 ll~(~~ll*, the dominated 
convergence theorem applies. Hence the result. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let (z,) and T be as in theorem 3.1. Let J be a j&ire 
interval in R! + and p be bounded away from 0 and 1 on J. Let q = (q,) be any 
X-valued, L2:martingale on J. Then vr, + rr. 
Proqf. For such p, there exists a martingale representation theorem [8] 
9,=~~Jls)dbTi~~g(.~)db,. 
where J’; g E L2fJ, dp, X’). Hence the arguments of Theorem 3.1 are 
applicable. 
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Remark. When dealing with the CCR algebra [4], there exists a 
martingale representation theorem [7] and once again we can prove the 
random convergence theorem for this model. 
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